Plastic optical fiber sensor for measuring driver-gripping force
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Abstract. This study presents a plastic optical fiber (POF) sensor for measuring the driver’s gripping force applied to a steering wheel. This sensor consists of a POF wound around the steering wheel covered with a soft material. The sensing method is based on the bending radiation loss of the POF induced by the driver’s gripping force applied to the steering wheel. The bending radiation loss is proportional to the gripping force, and the response time of the POF sensor is about 2 s. The experimental results show that a POF sensor can be effective for monitoring the driver gripping force, and hence driver fatigue.

A major cause of vehicle accidents is a driver with a diminished vigilance level due to fatigue. In this case, the driver experiences a marked decline in their perception, recognition, and ability to control the vehicle, thereby seriously endangering their own life and the lives of others. Therefore, much effort has already been focused on developing methods for detecting driver fatigue, including monitoring the eye movements, brain waves, or heart rate variability. Yet, while some good results have been reported, none of these methods is very practical. Thus, recent interest has focused on monitoring the driver’s gripping force, which is a physiological parameter associated with driver fatigue.

Commonly used gripping-force sensors include piezoresistive sensors and piezoelectric sensors, which have already been widely applied in the areas of robotics and industrial automation, bio-medicine, entertainment, and food processing. However, these sensors are not adequate for measuring the gripping force of a driver due to their poor performance and limited capacity in a vehicle setting. Therefore, in place of these sensors, microbend sensors that use the glass optical fibers have been developed for measuring physical variables, such as pressure, strain, and gripping forces. Yet, these sensors are too costly for practical implementation in vehicles, due to the difficulty involved in handling glass fibers. As an alternative, easy handling plastic optical fiber (POF) sensor are increasingly being used for sensing physical parameters in vehicles. Therefore, this paper investigates the ability of POF sensors to measure the gripping force of a driver.

The gripping force sensor for monitoring driver fatigue consists of a POF wound around the steering wheel covered by a soft material. The sensing method is then based on the radiation loss due to the bending of the POF induced by the driver’s gripping force. The bending radiation loss of the POF can be explained based on a geometric optics method. When light rays pass through a bent section of a step-index POF, radiation loss is caused due to a change of the incident angle at the core-cladding interface. If the incident angle of the light ray is larger than a critical angle, the light ray reflects back into the core. Otherwise, some part of the ray is tunneled into the cladding and the remainder is bounced back into the core. As such, the ray power loss ($P_i$) due to tunneling at the interface can be calculated from:

$$P_i = \frac{4 \cos \alpha \sqrt{(\cos^2 \alpha - \cos^2 \alpha_i)}}{[\cos \alpha + \sqrt{(\cos^2 \alpha - \cos^2 \alpha_i)}]^2} \cdot P_i$$

where $P_i$ is the power of the incident ray, $\alpha$ is the incident angle with the normal to the interface, and $\alpha_i$ is the critical angle. In a previous theoretical analysis based on the assumption that the light power flows along the core within tubes of parallel rays in an infinitesimal cross-section of a step-index POF, the results indicated that the bending loss was inversely proportional to the bending radius and was a function of the refractive index of the core and cladding. Thus, when a driver grips the steering wheel, the gripping force induces bending of the POF wound around the steering wheel. This bending results in the radiation loss of light traveling inside the POF. Since a stronger gripping force creates a smaller bending radius, the radiation loss is proportional to the gripping force. Therefore, the driver’s gripping force can be measured from the radiation loss of light propagating inside the POF.

A diagram of the experimental configuration used to measure the gripping force is shown in Fig. 1. The experimental setup consisted of a 650 nm laser diode (LD), a steering wheel, a 5-mm thick polyethylene wheel cover, step-index POF (Twstech PGR-FB-1000) acting as the gripping force sensor, optical power meter (Thorlabs PM100), personal computer (PC), two voltage meters, interface electronic circuits, and two tactile sensors (FlexForce A201–100) using piezoresistive materials. A POF 56-m in length with an outer diameter of 1 mm (a core diameter of 0.98 mm and cladding thickness of 0.02 mm) was wound around part of the polyethylene wheel cover which covered the steering wheel. The bending diameter of the POF was about 42 mm when wound around the wheel cover. The refractive index of the core and cladding were 1.49 and 1.41, respectively. Two tactile sensors were also placed at location A and B just under the POF to measure the gripping force applied to the steering wheel. An optical power meter was used to measure the light power that reached the end of the POF and two voltage meters and interface circuits were used to measure the output resistances of two tactile sensors according to the applied gripping force. The light emitting from a LD was coupled into the POF wound around the wheel cover and traveled inside the POF. When the light arrived at the end of the POF, the light was converted to an electric voltage using the optical power meter. When the driver grasped the steering wheel, a gripping force was generated in the area where the
steering wheel was being held. This gripping force then induced bending of the POF wound around the parts of the steering wheel being held, and the bending created a radiation loss of the light passing through the held area. Thus, based on the power of the light that reached the end of the POF, the gripping force applied to the steering wheel was measured. The gripping force was generated by pressing a 10-cm length wooden board on the POF sensor by hand. The amplitude of the applied gripping force was obtained from the output voltage of the interface circuit connected to the tactile sensor.

The power loss generated by winding the POF around the wheel cover was measured first. Before winding, the light power measured at the end of the POF was about 100 uW, and after winding, it was about 70 uW, indicating a power loss of about 30 uW, which was due to the intrinsic transmission loss of the POF and tight winding of the POF around the steering wheel cover. After checking the power loss due to the winding, the power of the light detected at the end of the POF was measured when the gripping force was applied to the steering wheel. Figure 2 [lines (a) and (b)] show the light power detected according to the gripping force applied to location A of the steering wheel and location B, respectively. The detected power decreased as the gripping force increased, as in the theoretical analysis results, and the relationship between the detected light power and the gripping force was approximately linear when the applied force was over 17.64 N. In the linear region, the slope of Fig. 2 [line (a)] was 0.319 uW/N, while the slope of Fig. 2 [line (b)] was 0.294 uW/N. Although the same gripping force was applied to both locations, the radiation loss at location A was slightly higher than that at location B, as the power of the light passing through location A was higher than that passing through location B when the driver did not hold the wheel. Figure 2 [line (c)] shows the optical power variations detected when the same amount of gripping force was applied at locations A and B simultaneously. In this case, the radiation loss was less than the sum of the radiation losses produced when the gripping force was applied at location A or B separately, as when the gripping force was applied to both locations, the power of the light passing through location B was lower than that when the gripping force was only applied at location B. The optical power variations (Fig. 3) induced by variations in the applied gripping force over time were displayed on the PC using the LabVIEW program given by Thorlabs. A response time was about 2 s, enough to monitor a change in the gripping force of the driver in a vehicle on the road. If a harder material is used for the wheel cover, a faster response time can be expected. The outputs of the tactile reference sensors used in the experiments change due to the thermally induced stress. For more accurate measurements, the temperature controlled tactile sensors have to be utilized as reference sensors. Additionally, the influence of a driver’s hand size for precise measurements has to be investigated. When a driver is in a drowsy state, this induces a lower gripping force, resulting in the detection of a higher light power. Therefore, drowsy driving can be detected from the light power measured using a POF gripping force sensor.

This paper investigates the use of a POF sensor wound around a steering wheel for measuring the gripping force of a driver. The measurement method is based on the bending radiation loss of the POF induced by the driver’s gripping force applied to the steering wheel. The radiation loss was found to be proportional to the gripping force applied to the steering wheel, and the sensor response time was about 2 s. A faster response time can be anticipated if a harder material than polyethylene is used for the wheel cover and more precise measurements can be expected if temperature controlled tactile sensors are used for calibration. The experimental results show that winding a POF sensor wound around a steering wheel can be used to measure the gripping force related to driver fatigue. Further study will include the influence of a driver’s hand size and testing the POF sensor
gripping force measurements using a vehicle on the road, and will also examine the relationship between driver fatigue and the POF sensor gripping force measurements.
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